
[0:00:00] 
 
Magdalena Reuter: … women or the men. 
 
Robert Buckley: And this was always outside? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, outside, sure. 
 
Robert Buckley: Regardless of the weather? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, regardless of the weather. I had once big hands, frozen 

hands, and they open. All the things are open here because we 
couldn't put – they didn't allow to put the hands in the pocket, and 
so sometimes we stand up about four to five hours. 

 
Robert Buckley:  Outside? 

 
Magdalena Reuter: Outside. And then right after this, they lead us to our work. I 

worked in the garden with a group of Jehovah's Witnesses, of 
sisters, and they brought us. One, one SS woman, she brought us to 
the garden. And then the boss of them, he signed, for instance, 20 
women or 25 women. And in the evening, six or seven o’clock, 
they took us again to the camp. Then we ate something and 
cleaned everything, and we went to bed. 

 
Robert Buckley: Now, you mentioned before that you saw the persecuting of Polish 

girls and Jewish people as well? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, it depends. We saw – once we saw. It was the last years or 

the last year. They brought Polish people in. And the Polish 
people, there were many, plenty, plenty, plenty. And as they had 
no rooms, and they have to register everybody exactly, it was 
wintertime. It was Christmas time because they had in the entrance 
in the big place like a marketplace, a big place. They had a big 
Christmas tree, a big broad one. 

 
Robert Buckley: You mean the Germans, despite the fact that the were persecuting 

people, they still celebrated … [crosstalk] 
 
Magdalena Reuter: The Nazis, yes. Yes, the put _____ _____ [crosstalk]. You see, 

they called themselves Christians and they put this tree. And I 
remember when we came home from our work in the evening, the 
whole tree under the tree because it was very large, there were 
laying people. We said: “What is that? People under the tree?” 
because they looked for protection _____. In wintertime it was 
very, very cold. And as they couldn’t register so fast, they had to 
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wait one day, two days. Several died and they were under the tree. 
And then later on, some came to our block and some there, and we 
asked them what happened there? They said they came with their 
bus or a big truck. They came to a village, for instance, and they 
took all the people, the Polish people. The whole village they put 
on the truck, and they brought them in prison or concentration 
camp. 

 
Robert Buckley: Just because they were Polish. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, just because they are Polish. They don’t know. The women 

they didn’t know. 
 
Robert Buckley: [Crosstalk] Was it – the ones that you saw under the tree, now 

these were all females? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: They are females, only females. 
 
Robert Buckley: Right. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: I don't know what they did with the children. I think the children 

they put in another place, as there in our camp there were no 
children, only women. 

 
Robert Buckley: Was experimentation? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, many, many. My sister Hildegard was once sick. She was – 

she had something with kidney. And I visited her in a room, in a 
big room. There were about – I don't know how many – 5 or 10 
beds with women. Mostly these women who had Polish friends or 
if they were Polish people themselves, they cut legs for 
experiments, and I saw this every of them besides my sister 
Hildegard. She was the only because she was sick, really sick. She 
was the only they didn’t make experiments. But all in the room, 
they made other experiments. One had a cut here, one here, and 
one here, and we saw this. 

 
Robert Buckley: You saw it with your own –  
 
Magdalena Reuter: And they put some in the cut. They put some powder in, maybe 

another experiment, and other powder. 
 
[0:05:00] And one had a big, big sign and the other scientists I saw. 
 
Robert Buckley: So, they were experimenting on the Polish girls. 
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Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, sure, sure. Yeah, experimenting. 
 
Robert Buckley: How about the Jewish people? What type of … 
 
Magdalena Reuter: The Jewish people, they were in another block. We didn’t have too 

much contact with them. They had to work there. And later on, 
they took them all out. They finished with them. We didn’t see 
them again. We knew when we saw the big trucks with – when 
they came in, they filled them with Jewish people, and then they 
went away. We never saw them back, these people. We knew they 
were killed. We didn’t know really how. 

 
Robert Buckley: What would go through your mind when you would see things like 

that? How German people that you grew up with … 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, it’s terrible, terrible. We couldn’t imagine … 
 
Robert Buckley: … would take other … 
 
Magdalena Reuter: We couldn’t imagine that this would be possible. But as we know 

the Bible, Satan, he tries everything with the people. Like the Bible 
says, he knows the time is out. He has few time and then he likes 
to do everything that the people don’t know the truth of the Bible, 
of God Jehovah. 

 
Robert Buckley: So, you continued to believe in the Bible then despite all this you 

were going through. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Sure, sure. Why not? Sure. 
 
Robert Buckley: How were you able to keep up your faith? What did you do 

personally that kept you –  
 
Magdalena Reuter: Because the Bible says if you – the spirit of God, he will remember 

you and things. That means if you remember a thing, you have to 
study it first to know it first. And so we studied very much with my 
father the Bible, Bible texts by heart. We studied and then I 
remembered. And really Jehovah helped us to remember texts out 
of the Bible. And also in the roll call, we had some sisters that 
knew some texts by heart. They told us a text. The other sister 
knew other texts, and so we learned [from] each other if the SS 
didn’t see us. If they came, we had to stand still. We couldn’t 
speak anything. But then if we could, we encouraged us, one 
another. 
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Robert Buckley: So, now you were with your mother in the concentration camp. 
Was there anybody else from your immediate family in the 
concentration camp or just –  

 
Magdalena Reuter: No, my sister came. I was the first one who came into the … 
 
Robert Buckley: Ravensbrück. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: … Ravensbrück because I was only condemned with six months. 

And after this, they brought me in the concentration camp. My 
sister Hildegard, she got two years. And when the two years were 
over, I was expecting. I was waiting for my sister Hildegard. Then 
one day she came, and I saw her. We were very happy. But it 
didn’t last much because they sent her later on to another camp, to 
a family to work as maid there, so I was alone. And then later on, 
my mother had two and a half years, and she was the last one. She 
came and –  

 
Robert Buckley: Now, when she walked into the camp and you saw her, how did 

you feel? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: It was tremendous because I was six – six weeks I was in hospital. 

I had – I don't know. Is it called cholera? It’s a sickness of … 
 
Robert Buckley: Cholera. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: … cholera, something. And Luisa Jahndorf, [s]he worked in the 

hospital. She helped me. As I was in quarantine, I couldn’t see my 
mother, sure. But I said: “Luisa, she must come very soon. She 
must come. She must come.” And then one day she came. 

 
 She said: “Your mother is there. Your mother has come. She’s 

well. She’s well. We will handle it that you will be released very 
soon.” 

 
 And then I was released. I saw her. Oh, what a joy it was, yeah! 

And then it was the right time she came because I couldn’t move 
my hands. I had everything swollen after this because I had 
everything. 

 
[0:10:00] It was _____ or something. I got a treatment, but I was in the 

block, and I couldn't move me. I couldn’t make my hair. I couldn’t. 
And so my mother, she helped me. It was a really nice time to have 
my mother with me. 

 
Robert Buckley: Very, very nice.  
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Magdalena Reuter: And we slept together beneath in two beds. We were together, and 
she taught me many things. And she – as I worked later on again in 
the children[’s] home in kindergarten where the children of the 
senior policemen, the SS women were. They had many of them. 
They had children. They were single but they have children. And 
they maintained a children[’s] home there, and we worked there. 
And I had to cook for the children, and so I didn’t have much 
experience. And in the evening, I came. I said, “Mother, what 
should I do tomorrow for the children – about 20, 25 children?” 

 
 She said, “Make these.” Every day she gave me another recipe for 

another dinner. And so the mothers of these children, they're weak, 
and they took them home. They said: “How is that possible? They 
have so good to eat, so nice things. How did you learn it?” They 
appreciated it. 

 
Robert Buckley: So, you were able to –  
 
Magdalena Reuter: My mother was a good help for that. 
 
Robert Buckley: I see. And what type of work did your mother do? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: My mother, she was – at times she was in the postzensur. They call 

it in German “postzensur” to check the package and the posts came 
in to distribute _____. And then later on, she worked also outside 
of the camp in “canteen,” as they call it, preparing dinner for the 
workers. 

 
Robert Buckley: Did you ever think the war was ever going to end as the weeks 

turned into months? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, we said it cannot be a long time because we will not make it. 

If it doesn’t come to an end, we will die. We all will die because 
we had not much to eat, just a piece of bread every day. And my 
mother, she [taught] us when we were together once in the prison. 
She said, “If you get few to eat, then take your piece of bread and 
keep it more time in the mouth. And it will produce sugar, and then 
you will have more from this little bread.” I did it and –  

 
Robert Buckley: So, rather than swallow it right away? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: [Crosstalk] Yeah, then swallow. But, yeah, this is rather than 

swallow it, to keep it and to … 
 
Robert Buckley: In your mouth. 
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Magdalena Reuter: Yes, a long time. In the evening the most time I didn’t even eat my 
little of bread, piece of bread in the morning to keep it for the 
evening. And in the evening, I went in my bed, and I ate it with 
like a cake, with like a – and my mother, she [taught] us. 

 
Robert Buckley: Other people didn’t try to take it from you, the very fact that you 

didn’t –  
 
Magdalena Reuter: No, as we were together with sisters because they kept us together 

in one block, all the sisters, Jehovah's Witnesses. 
 
Robert Buckley: So, they wouldn’t take from each other. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: No, no, no. 
 
Robert Buckley: I see. So, now the war was coming to an end. Did you have any 

idea that it was beginning to come to an end now toward ’45? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, of course, we – I was in – the last year I was in the household 

also with the officer, this high officer. He worked in Berlin in the 
government. And the family, I guess, to protect his family, they 
had a house close to the concentration camp. As many officers, 
they had their families close to the concentration camp. Maybe the 
bombs will not come down to the concentration camp, and so they 
thought to protect. And we worked as sisters there. 

 
And one day the officer came. Weekend always he came to his 
family. He said, “Magdalena, we will give you the key of the 
house, and you will watch the house. You close everything very 
well, and you will be alone the next time, and if really we go away, 
but we come back very soon. 
 

[0:15:05] But he thought it’s the end of Germany. And he said: “OK, if 
really the Russian[s] will come, then you put the chairs,” because 
they had a really nice house. It was close [to] the lake there. And 
he said: “Then if the Russian[s] come, you put just the chairs in the 
garden there,” and he gave me some instruction. He gave me some 
work to do, needlework and this. 
 
But the next – I was only one or two days alone in that house. Then 
the bombs came and every night the bombs. And one night my 
mother came visiting me. I said: “Mother, you cannot come here. If 
the police will see us, the SS will see us, they will kill us, two of 
us.” 
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My mother said: “No, Magdalena, I don’t leave you anymore 
alone. You don’t know if the Russian[s] will come this evening 
because it’s very close, you see.” We saw the heaven was really – 
the sky was really red from bombs and everything. And she said, “I 
don’t leave you.” 
 
I said, “Mother, you cannot!” 
 
She said: “Doesn’t matter to me. I don’t leave you alone.” 
 
OK, what should I do? I called the Commandant Suhren. I called 
him. I said, “Look at here is prisoner of sister.” He knows that I 
was there. Sometimes they controlled us, the other sister also. And 
I said: “My mother is here. As the bombs are coming more and 
more, she doesn’t like to leave me alone in this house. Could she 
sleep just one night with me?” 
 
He said, “OK, let her sleep with you, OK.” 
 
So, I was a little bit quiet because he knows as well we are close to 
the end. And then but in the same evening my mother said: “No, 
we will not stay alone, we two. Better we are going to our brothers 
and sisters back to the camp. Then at least we are together with our 
sisters.” And then we did it. I closed the house, and we went back 
to the camp. And then they were in line, yeah, for the march 
outside. They got their plan to where they had to go, to Parkin they 
said. It was really to kill us, no, to bring us and one or to kill us all. 

 
Robert Buckley: Oh, the soldiers were going to do that? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, the SS. They got instruction because they saw the Russian[s] 

will come and to be rid of us to kill us. So, everyone got a care 
packet with some to eat and we went. There [was] a big car, this 
horse car, but we had to push it. And they had some – the SS had 
some flesh on – some meat on, and so later on we saw it. We 
didn’t know it. Then one day we went walking through a village, 
and the bombs came. We [hid] in the houses and under the car, and 
then we continued. We continued, but the second day or third day 
the bombs were so big and the aircraft came more down. They 
shoot to the people what they saw. And the SS, they shoot again to 
this plane, and then there were some wounded. We heard only 
crying, “First aid, first aid!” And there and there and it was a little 
bit mixed up. We didn’t know. 

 
My mother said: “Come, come!” She says: “We are going in the 
wood[s]” There were wood[s] on the side of – but with small trees, 
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not the big wood, planted trees. They were still small. She said: 
“Come! We go in! We go in because now the Russian[s] will come 
now. It’s the end of this.” And then we went. We spent the whole 
night in the wood[s]. It was wet and it was cold, but we had our 
blankets with us. And we had the curtains we put on the earth, and 
we laid down – about 20 or 25, sisters, Witness, we were there. 

 
[0:20:05] But the whole night, the whole night, we were then between two 

borders, the Russian and the German, and from the – they shoot 
over us and there. And we saw always the balls passing our – over 
us and the side, and so we were very quiet. The whole night we 
were between two –  

 
Robert Buckley: The two armies. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Two armies, yes. We didn’t know –  
 
Robert Buckley: How did you feel with all those bombs going back and forth? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Everybody was quiet. Nobody did say anything. We thought they 

were sleeping, but nobody was sleeping, of course. But then in the 
morning, Luisa Jahndorf, the mother of Emgard, “I was prepared 
for if we had to make first aid,” because every moment we thought, 
‘Now it meets us.’ And in the morning we said, “What should we 
do now?” It was quiet then in the morning. What should we do? 
My mother, she went to the street and looked what happened. The 
car was still there, and then we saw the SS. They buried their 
uniform. We saw the uniform on the side way, and there were dead 
people, dead horses and everything was –  

 
Robert Buckley: Why did they bury the uniforms? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, because they change the uniform. They run away. They run 

away, not be seen as SS. So they had already their private uniform 
with them along to let their SS uniform and so they could run 
away. 

 
Robert Buckley: What went through your mind at that time? Here they were, these 

big SS. Now they're ashamed to be the SS. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah, but we didn’t think about much. We saw it how we could 

come out because we saw only dead people and refugees crying, 
going the way and because the Russian[s] were already there. And 
then we went back, and then there came two Russian men with 
horses. Every had two horses that came. “What do you do here?” 
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Robert Buckley: Did you understand them since they were speaking Russian? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: We had one young sister. She was my age. She was Russian. She 

got Jehovah's Witness in the concentration camp, and she said: “I 
will be together with my sisters! I will [be] together with my 
sisters.” And she kept closely with us. I think they change also the 
triangle as Jehovah's Witness. And she was with us, and she 
explained the Russian. She said, “We are coming from the 
concentration camp.” 

 
 And they said: “Oh, this can say everybody. Why should we 

believe it?” 
 
 Then she explained, she explained. And then my mother asked 

them what should we do? They said: “OK, you go home. Go 
home,” but how could we go home? We were about 500 kilometers 
away from our home, and there were nothing. But, OK, they went 
away, and we went to the street again. 

 
We took our car and our stuff upon the car. And my mother said, 
“The best is we go back to the village, to the small village.” And 
these Russians, they told us that the German[s] that fight against 
the Russians, they were already in the village. But then they went 
back because of the Germans that throw them back. And so, we 
stayed between these two armies. And then we went in the village 
and everything we saw the white blankets there and the Russian 
boys. They were drunk, and it was everything upside down. We 
didn’t know what to do now. The people there stayed in the house. 
They didn’t come out. They fear – they were fearing. And then 
suddenly there came a man to us. He said, “What do you do here, 
sisters? I am a brother. I am a prisoner as well. I work in the farm 
of Dr. Kersten.” 
 

[0:25:00] It was the doctor from Himmler. He was a Swedish man. He went 
back to Sweden, and he left to the brothers who worked [on] his 
farm. He left his part. He said, “You keep here this part.” He gave 
them a paper in case the Russian[s] came. These people are 
protected and so on. And he said he was – also he came to the 
village to buy something, and then the Russian[s] came. 

 
 And we said, “What should we do?” 
 
 He said, “You come with me to the farm.” And it was about half an 

hour to walk. We took our car, the wagon, and went with this 
brother to the farm. 
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Robert Buckley: So all 25 of you? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, all of them because the farm was big. About 20 or 30 brothers 

they worked there. He took them one by one, one specialist farmer 
or one who could make dresses and a shoemaker and every sort. 
He always – all brothers. He helped us a lot, this man. He brought 
us literature from Sweden over, and then we went there. We met – 
it was also Luisa Jahndorf with us. But we saw on the way dead 
people. One man without leg, dead laying there, and the leg was 
there. And terrible things we saw: the town and around the town 
some dead people, also soldiers. But we went to the farm, and then 
he kept – the brothers, they kept us there about six weeks. We tried 
to get passport. We tried to know the way. And after six weeks, we 
tried to go home. And then we need other six and other six weeks, 
half a year from May to September until we reached to Germany 
because they wouldn’t let us pass because they say: “The Russian 
border, the Russian border.” 

 
Robert Buckley: The Russian border? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: And then there were rivers. The bridge [was] broken. We couldn’t 

go and then there the soldiers, they didn’t let us go. They said, 
“You sleep with this and this and this.” They assigned us some 
families in some village we should stay with them until they call 
us. But they never called us to come through. And then one day we 
went secretly through the border and we reached home. 

 
Robert Buckley: Now, when you arrived home, it was you and your mother 

together? How about Hildegard? Was she with you also? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: She was already home. 
 
Robert Buckley: OK, she was home already. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Everybody was home. 
 
Robert Buckley: Except you and your mother. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: And Luisa Jahndorf. 
 
Robert Buckley: OK so now when you walked in the front yard, when you walked 

in the front door, what was the feeling? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: It was terrible, yes. We were going to the house where we lived. 

But then Luisa Jahndorf [said]: “You don’t know nobody is in your 
house. You don’t know if the house still is there. Maybe it’s 
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bombed or something.” We didn’t know. And Emgard, she was 
still at home. She said: “Luisa, my daughter, sure, she will be 
home. Let’s go out from the town way,” because the town way still 
passed there. “Let’s go out to my house, and then let’s see what 
happened with your family.” And we did it. We came. We rang the 
bell, and Emgard came down. She said, “Mother!” Her mother was 
it.  

 
And we said: “Where’s our family? Where’s Papa?” 
 
She took me by hand. She said, “You stay here,” to my mother and 
Luisa and her mother. “Papa is” – her father was still there. He’s 
there. And she took me by hand and said, “Your family is close to 
here!” because close by the Kingdom Hall there we stayed then 
there. “And your family is close too!” She took me by hand and 
run. We run. She said, “There’s your papa!” 
 
I said, “This is Papa?” I didn’t really know him. And we went. We 
went.  
 

[0:30:00] We were very close and then it was – he didn’t. He wasn’t my 
father. “Ah,” she said, “no, no is your father.” The man was 
shocked. And then we went home, and then my father was sick. He 
was very, very … he thought maybe we don’t live. He said he 
wrote already to the Red Cross and everything to look for us, to 
search [for] us but nobody knows. 

 
And my father said: “Where’s Mother? Is Mother still alive?” 
 
I said, “Yes, she is in Emgard’s house.” And he run to Emgard’s 
house to pick up my mother. And I mixed up all my brothers. 
Hans-Werner, he went back. I saw him the last time when he was 
about 10 years old, and now he was a big boy, 14. And Paul-
Gerhard was a small little boy and now he – no, Hans-Werner was 
17, and Paul-Gerhard was 14. I said to Hans-Werner Karl and to 
Karl Hans-Werner. I mixed everything up. And then two days, 
three days we didn’t sleep and so it was so … 

 
Robert Buckley: You're just talking? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Just I said and Karl, he cried. He was so emotional. He was so 

happy. And so I saw all my sisters again, my brothers, and my 
father came. It was one Friday, and he organized the preaching 
work. He said after one day, Saturday, we rest a little bit and we 
spoke. We told everything, and Sunday we went preaching. Yes, 
he organized the – and I went with my sisters because they learned 
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already. My father, [he] teach them to preach. And so my father 
said: “So you go with Waltraud preaching from house to house. 
You will learn it.” And my mother went and we all – Sunday all 
the family went preaching. 

 
Robert Buckley: Amazing. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: It was really a nice time to be together. 
 
Robert Buckley: So, you look back on those years. How do you feel about that? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, you see so many years ago, if you remember, it’s emotional. 

But you have so many other things you saw, so many brothers 
now. The organization is growing. We have so many in Spain also. 
The Kingdom Halls, they all are too small, and the last time really 
is amazing, and so you are happy. 

 
Robert Buckley: So now you are in Spain? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, we are in Spain, serving in Spain. 
 
Robert Buckley: And what type of work do you do in Spain? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Like missionaries in the circuit work, traveling. My husband is 

traveling overseer. 
 
Robert Buckley: What does that mean – the traveling overseer? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: This means that as our organization is very well-organized and all 

the world’s the same, they have congregations, the local 
congregation, for instance. They have their meetings. They have 
their overseer[s], their ministerial servant[s]. And 10 or 20, about 
18 to 20 of these local congregation[s] builds one circuit. And a 
traveling overseer visit[s] every week one congregation. 

 
Robert Buckley: So, you and your husband stay one week? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Starting on Tuesday with a meeting in the evening, preaching with 

other sisters and brothers, making Bible study until Sunday. On 
Sunday we go home, and Tuesday we visit another congregation. 

 
Robert Buckley: You start over again.  
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah. 
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Robert Buckley: Is Spain the only country that you’ve been in since you left 
Germany? 

 
Magdalena Reuter: No, I have been – we have been in Africa in Togo four years. We 

have been in Luxemburg two years. And now we are 18 years 
already in Spain. 

 
Robert Buckley: And how do you like Spain? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Very well. It’s very nice, very nice. The brothers are very happy. 

They are very, they welcome you. We are in that congregation the 
whole week. We – they gave us accommodation with a family or if 
they have apartment free because in that part there are many 
apartments free. 

 
[0:35:00]  Brothers that own apartments there for vacation, you can use it, 

and then they invite us for dinner. It’s very nice. 
 
Robert Buckley: And I understand this week you're home sort of having a family 

reunion. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yeah. 
 
Robert Buckley: How does it feel to have a family reunion with – there’s five of you 

I understand? 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, five of our family still alive, yeah. 
 
Robert Buckley: And all of you are faithful survivors. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: Yes, yes. We are happy to be together. 
 
Robert Buckley: Well, the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum would like 

to thank you for your experience and sharing that information with 
us. 

 
Magdalena Reuter: I hope you will understand my English [laughs]. 
 
Robert Buckley: You do very, very well. Thank you very kindly. 
 
Magdalena Reuter: You're welcome. 
 
[End of Recording] 
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